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A global existence and uniqueness theorem of strong solutions for the initial-
boundary-value problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions is established for small
forcing and small initial data. An exponential C 0 decay rate is also established and
the solution is shown to be classical for t ) 0. The positivity of the fluid height h
for t G 0 is also proved. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Slow Manifolds and Attractors
The numerical solutions of the hyperbolic systems encountered in
weather prediction models often develop high-frequency gravity wave
solutions which can seriously distort short-term forecasts on the order of
.hours to days; typically 12 hours . There are presently two main ap-
proaches used to handle this problem.
Intermediate models are formed by taking the curl and divergence of
the momentum equation, yielding the vorticity and divergence equations.
 .Various truncations linear, nonlinear, etc. of the divergence equation
lead to various intermediate models. These intermediate models do not
w xdevelop gravity waves 4, 8 .
Initialization techniques such as the Nonlinear Normal Mode Initializa-
 . w x w xtion NNMI developed independently by Machenhauer 15 and Baer 1 ,
w xand the Bounded Derivative Methods 13 suppress gravity waves signifi-
cantly. The model is linearized and the normal modes are determined. The
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frequencies of the gravity wave modes are then initially set to zero or
w xbalanced in an appropriate manner 5, 6 .
In the literature on NNMI, the concept of a ``slow manifold'' proposed
w xby Leith 14 is discussed. This slow manifold is believed to have an
invariance property such that if one begins with initial data on the
manifold, then the solution will remain free of gravity waves for all time.
The slow manifold has not been rigorously defined nor is it known to exist.
w xTemam 24 suggests a relationship between the mathematical concept
of an inertial manifold and slow manifolds. An inertial manifold is a
finite-dimensional, invariant, smooth manifold which contains the global
attractor and exponentially attracts all orbits.
The shallow water equations are the simplest primitive equation model
to exhibit gravity waves. However, before one can study the issues of
existence of global attractors and inertial manifolds, the question of global
existence and uniqueness must be addressed.
Well-posedness and Deri¨ ation
w xBui 3 proved local existence and uniqueness of classical solutions to
the Dirichlet problem for the unforced viscous shallow water equations
using Lagrangian coordinates and Holder space estimates. He assumed theÈ
1, a  . 2, a  .initial data h g C V and u g C V .0 0
w xKloeden 12 proved global existence and uniqueness of classical solu-
tions to the Dirichlet problem using Sobolev space estimates by following
w xthe energy method of Matsumura and Nishida 17, 18 . In addition to the
 .  .  .assumptions 1 ] 9 Section 2 , Kloeden further assumes the solutions are
spatially periodic and satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions; the initial data
 . 4 . 5 .h , u g H V ; and F g H V . The spatially periodic assumption was0 0
made in order to simplify the a priori estimate. This assumption eliminates
the need to compute boundary estimates.
w x w xBui 3 and Kloeden 12 do not include the Coriolis force in their
equations, but both state that the inclusion of this force will not alter the
results of their respective theorems. Indeed the Coriolis force acts perpen-
dicular to the velocity field and hence does no work.
w xSundbye 21 proves global existence of strong solutions for the unforced
initial value problem and for the forced initial boundary value problem.
Polynomial L2 and L` decay rates are established for the Cauchy problem
and an exponential C 0 decay rate is established for the Dirichlet problem.
The solutions are shown to be classical for t ) 0. In addition, the positivity
of the fluid height h is also established for all x g V and t G 0.
w x w xNeither Bui 3 nor Kloeden 12 establish decay rates for solutions. And
 .both papers assume a positivity constraint, the fluid height h t, x ) 0 for
all x g V and t G 0. In this paper, we present the results for the Dirichlet
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problem. This includes proof of an exponential C 0 decay rate and proof of
the positivity of the fluid height h for all x g V and t G 0.
w xIn other work, Gustafsson and Sundstrom 9 and Oliger and Sundstrom
w x20 studied mixed hyperbolic-parabolic systems, which they have termed
``incompletely parabolic systems.'' These studies included the viscous shal-
low water equations. They assumed existence of sufficiently smooth solu-
tions and derived necessary boundary conditions for well-posedness.
w xBernardi and Pironneau 2 studied the viscous shallow water equations
at low Reynolds numbers. They have shown existence of solutions for
various forms of the viscous term and have proved convergence results for
certain numerical schemes.
w xKanayama and Ushijima 10 formally derive the two-dimensional vis-
cous shallow water equations from the three-dimensional Reynolds stress
equations by assuming the horizontal components of velocity are indepen-
dent of height and using the hydrostatic approximation. Various constitu-
tive relationships between the shear stress and the rate of shear are
considered. Conservation of mass and energy is also discussed for the
w xvarious forms. Kanayama and Ushijima 11 establish an existence and
uniqueness result for weak solutions of the linearized viscous shallow
water equations using the Hille-Yosida Theorem.
Method of Proof
The method of proof of the a priori estimate follows closely the energy
w x w xmethod developed by Matsumura 16 . Matsumura and Nishida 17 solved
the Cauchy problem for the compressible, viscous, heat-conducting fluids.
w xMatsumura and Nishida 18, 19 further modified this technique to solve
the Dirichlet problem on interior and exterior domains.
w x w x w xZheng 25, 26 , Zheng and Chen 27 , and Zheng and Shen 28 used this
technique to solve nonlinear parabolic equations and coupled quasi-linear
hyperbolic-parabolic systems of a specific form.
2. THE VISCOUS SHALLOW WATER EQUATIONS
We consider a uniformly rotating sheet of fluid with constant, uniform
density and unbounded horizontal extent. The height of the fluid surface is
 .  .given by h x, y, t . The bottom topography h x, y is assumed to be zero.B
The horizontal velocity vector is assumed to be independent of height and
the vertical velocity is, in turn, determined by mass continuity and the
hydrostatic approximation.
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In vector form, the viscous shallow water equations are given by
­ u = ? h =u .
q u ? = u q g =h q f k = u s n q F 2.1 .  .
­ t h
­ h
q = ? hu s 0 2.2 .  .
­ t
with initial conditions
u 0, x s u x , h 0, x s h x , for x g V 2.3 .  .  .  .  .0 0
and Dirichlet boundary conditions
u t , x s 0, for x g ­ V , t G 0, 2.4 .  .
where
 .t G 0, x s x , x g V;1 2
 .  1 . 2 ..u t, x s u t, x , u t, x is the horizontal velocity field;
 .h t, x is the fluid depth, the quantity gh is the geopotential;
 .F s F , F is the external force;1 2
n s mrr ) 0 is the kinematic viscosity;
f is the Coriolis parameter;
 .k is the unit vector 0, 0, 1 .
The equations form a semi-linear mixed hyperbolic-parabolic system.
 .  .We assume the following conditions on Eqs. 2.1 ] 2.4 :
 .  .1 The external forcing F is generated by a potential function F x
with F s yF ;i x i
 . 22 V is a bounded, open set in R with a smooth boundary ­ V;
 .  .3 h x ) 0 for all x g V;0
 .  . 3 .4 h , u g H V ;0 0
3 . 5 .55 h y h, u is small; i.e., the initial data are smooth func-H0 0
 .  .  .tions close to a constant state h, 0 where h s H h x dx s H h x dx;V 0 V
 . < <6 h y h h; i.e., the perturbation is much smaller than the0
average height;
 .  . 4 2 .7 F x g H R ;
 .  .  .  .8 Compatibility Conditions i u V s 0,0
 . <ii = ? u s 0,­ V0
 .   . . <iii n= ? ln h =u q F y g =h s 0;­ V0 0 0
 .9 The Coriolis parameter f s 0.
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We prove the following global existence theorem for the Dirichlet
problem:
THEOREM 2.1 Global Existence and Uniqueness for the Dirichlet Prob-
.  .  .lem . Consider the Initial-Boundary-Value Problem 2.1 ] 2.4 with the
3 .  .  .  .assumptions 1 ] 9 and initial data h y h, u g H V . Then there exist0 0
positi¨ e constants e , a , and C such that if
45 5h y h , u q F F e , 2.5 .3 . H0 0 H
 .  .then the problem 2.1 ] 2.4 has a unique global solution in time and a unique
Ä .equilibrium state h, 0 satisfying
Ä 0 3 1 2h y h g C 0, `; H V l C 0, `; H V , 2.6 .  .  . .  .
u g C 0 0, `; H 3 V l C1 0, `; H 1 V , 2.7 .  .  . .  .0
with the decay rate
ya tÄ 0h , u t y h , 0 t F Ce . 2.8 .  .  .  . . C
The equations are perturbed about the steady-state solution yielding
0 j j 0L h , u s h q u h q hu s F h , u 2.9 .  .  .t x xj j
Li h , u s ui y n ui q h s F i h , u , for i s 1, 2, 2.10 .  .  .t x x xj j i
Äu 0, x s u x , h 0, x s h x y h x , 2.11 .  .  .  .  .  .0 0
u t , x s 0 for all x g ­ V , 2.12 .  .
where
0 j jÄ ÄF h , u s h y h y h u y h u 2.13 .  . . x xj j
Ä ih q h u . x j x ji j iF h , u s yu u q n , for i s 1, 2. 2.14 .  .x j Äh q h
 .  .  .A solution of 2.9 ] 2.12 is sought in the set of functions X 0, `; E for
some E F E , where for 0 F t F t F `,0 1 2
X t , t ; E s h , u : .  .1 2
h g C 0 t t ; H 3 l L2 t , t ; H 3 , .  .1 2 1 2
h g C 0 t , t ; H 2 l L2 t , t ; H 2 , .  .t 1 2 1 2
u g C 0 t , t ; H 3 l H 1 l L2 t , t ; H 4 , .  .1 2 0 1 2
u g C 0 t , t ; H 1 l L2 t , t ; H 2 , .  .t 1 2 0 1 2
and N t , t F E , 2.15 .  .41 2
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where the energy N is defined by
2 2 22
3N t , t s sup h , u t q h t q u t2 1 .  .  .  .  . 5H1 2 t tH H
t FtFt1 2
t 2 2 2 22
3 4q h s q h s q u s q u s ds.2 2 .  .  .  . 5H H Ht tH H
t1
2.16 .
3. LOCAL AND GLOBAL EXISTENCE
Theorem 2.1 is proved by a combination of a local existence result and
an a priori estimate.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1 Local Existence . Suppose the problem 2.9 ] 2.12 has a
 .  .unique solution h, u g X 0, T ; E for some T G 0 and consider the prob-0
lem for t G T. Then there exists positi¨ e constants t , e , and C with0 0
2 4 . 5 5’e 1 q C F E , which are independent of T , such that if N T , T , F H0 0 0
 .  .F e , then the problem 2.9 ] 2.12 has a unique solution0
h , u g X T , T q t ; C N T , T . 3.1 .  .  . .0
w x w xProof. See Sundbye 21 and Matsumura and Nishida 17 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.2 A Priori Estimate . Suppose the problem 2.9 ] 2.12 has
 .  .a solution h, u g X 0, T ; E for some T ) 0. Then there exists positi¨ e0
constants e and C with e F e and e C F E , which are independent of1 1 1 0 1 1 0
 . 5 5 4T , such that if N 0, T , F F e , thenH 1
N 0, T F C N 0, 0 . 3.2 .  .  .1
We will prove Theorem 3.2 in the next section, but note here the proof
of Theorem 2.1.
 . .Choose the initial data h, u 0 sufficiently small in order that
e e1 1
N 0, 0 F min e , , , 3.3 .  .0 52C ’C 1 q C0 1 0
and
5 5 4F F e . 3.4 .H 1
Theorem 3.1 with T s 0 gives a local solution
h , u g X 0, t ; C N 0, 0 . 3.5 .  .  . .0
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 .Since C N 0, 0 F e F e , Theorem 3.2 with T s t implies0 1 0
N 0, t F C N 0, 0 . 3.6 .  .  .1
Then Theorem 3.1 with T s t implies there exists an extension to the
solution
h , u g X t , 2t ; C N t , t .  . .0
2’g X 0, 2t ; 1 q C N 0, t , 3.7 .  . /0
since
N 2 0, 2t F N 2 0, t q N 2 t , 2t .  .  .
F N 2 0, t q C 2 N 2 t , t .  .0
F 1 q C 2 N 2 0, t . 3.8 .  . .0
Therefore, since
2 2’ ’1 q C N 0, t F C 1 q C N 0, 0 F e , 3.9 .  .  .0 1 0 1
Theorem 3.2 with T s 2t yields
N 0, 2t F C N 0, 0 , 3.10 .  .  .1
and Theorem 3.1 with T s 2t gives the extension to the solution
h , u g X 2t , 3t ; C N 2t , 2t .  . .0
2’g X 0, 3t ; 1 q C N 0, 2t . 3.11 .  . /0
Repetition of this process gives
 .PROPOSITION 3.3 Global Existence . There exists positi¨ e constants e
 .and C with e C F E such that if N 0, 0 F e , then the initial-¨ alue problem0
 .  .  .   ..2.9 ] 2.12 has a unique solution h, u g X 0, `; CN 0, 0 .
In order to show exponential decay, we estimate the equations
L0 ea t h , u s ea tF 0 q a ea th , 3.12 .  . .
Li ea t h , u s ea tF i q a ea tui , 3.13 .  . .
 .as in 4.53 for a suitably small.
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4. THE A PRIORI ESTIMATE
Lemmas 4.1]4.11 derive energy estimates which allow us to define an
H 3 norm for the problem. Propositions 4.12, 4.13 show this norm is
bounded.
 .  .We assume throughout this section that the problem 2.9 ] 2.12 has a
 .  . 5 5 4solution h, u g X 0, T ; E , that F F E , that all constants are inde-H0 0
0 i  .pendent of T , and that F and F , i s 1, 2, are given functions of t, x
with
F 0 g C 0 0, T ; H 2 V l L2 0, T ; H 3 V , 4.1 .  .  . .  .
F 0 g C 0 0, T ; L2 V l L2 0, T ; H 1 V , 4.2 .  .  . .  .t
F i g C 0 0, T ; H 1 V l L2 0, T ; H 2 V , 4.3 .  .  . .  .
F i g L2 0, T ; L2 V . 4.4 .  . .t
We recall Poincare's inequality for u
5 5 2 5 5 2u F C Du . 4.5 .
The following lemma holds for h:
5  .5 2 5  .5 2LEMMA 4.1. h t F C Dh t .
w x w xProof. See Kloeden 12 and Matsumura and Nishida 18 .
LEMMA 4.2. For 2 F k F 4, it holds that
5 5 2 k 5 5 2 ky 2 5 5 2 ky 1 5 i 5 2 ky 2u - C u q h q F . 4.6 . .H H H Ht
 .Proof. Since the viscosity term of Eq. 2.10 defines a strongly elliptic
k 1  .operator on u, we have for u g H l H 1 F k F 4 ,0
5 5 2 k 5 5 2 ky 2u F C n u . 4.7 .H Hx xj j
 .  .  .  . Equation 2.10 and the estimates 4.5 , 4.7 yield Eq. 4.6 Matsumura
w x.and Nishida 18 .
 .  . < <Since h is constant and by assumption 6 see Section 2 , h y h h,
then the following estimates on the time derivatives hold.
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LEMMA 4.3. For any positi¨ e e and k s 0, 1, it holds that
t2 2k k5 5D h , u t q D Du dt .  . Ht t
0
2kF C D h , u 0 .  .t
1 1t 2 2 2k k 0 k i5 5 5 5q C e D h , u q D F q D F dt .H t t t /e e0
q CN 3 0, t . 4.8 .  .
Proof. This lemma is proved by estimating the equation
t k 0 k k i k iD L ? D h q hD L ? D u dx dt .H H t t t t
0
t k 0 k k i k is D F ? D h q hD F ? D u dx dt 4.9 . .H H t t t t
0
t k j i ks D h q u h q hu D hH H  /t t x x t j j
0
k i i k iqhD u y n u q h D u dx dt 4.10 . /t t x x x t /j j i
 w x w x.Sundbye 21 and Matsumura and Nishida 18 .
Next we establish interior estimates. Let x be any fixed function in0
` .C V . Then0
LEMMA 4.4. For 0 F m F 2, it holds that
t2 2mq1 mq1x D h t q x D h dt . H0 0
0
t22 2 2
mq 1 m mq15 5 5 5 5 5mF C h q u q u t q C u . H H H H /H0 0
0
5 0 5 2 mq 1 5 i 5 2 m 3q F q F dt q CN 0, t . 4.11 .  ..H H
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Proof. Estimate the equation
ht 2 m 0 m 2 m i mx D L ? D h q x D L ? D h dx dtH H 0 x x 0 xi i i /n0
ht 2 m 0 m 2 m i ms x D F ? D h q x D F ? D h dx dt . 4.12 .H H 0 x x 0 xi i i /n0
w x w xSee Sundbye 21 and Matsumura and Nishida 18 .
LEMMA 4.5. For any positi¨ e e and 1 F m F 3, it holds that
t2 2m mq15 5x D h , u t q x D u dt .  . H0 0
0
2 3F C h , u q CN 0, tm .  .0 0 H
1 1t 2 2 2 2m 0 i
m m my15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C e x D h q e u q F q F dt .H H H H0 /e e0
4.13 .
Proof. Estimate the equation
t 2 m 0 m 2 m i m ix D L ? D h q hx D L ? D u dx dt .H H 0 0
0
t 2 m 0 m 2 m i m is x D F ? D h q hx D F ? D u dx dt . 4.14 . .H H 0 0
0
Next we establish estimates near the boundary. We choose a finite
 4N 2number of open bounded sets O in R such thatj js1
N
­ V ; O , 4.15 .D j
js1
 .and in each open set O we choose local coordinates c , f as follows:j
 . i i .i the graph O l ­ V is the image of smooth functions y s y cj
< <with y s 1,c
 . iii any x g O is represented byj
x i s x i c , f s fni c q y i c , 4.16 .  .  .  .
i .where n c is the outward unit normal vector at the point of the graph
coordinated by c .
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Define the unit vector ei s y i . Then the Frenet]Serret formula givesc
 .the existence of a smooth function b c satisfying
i i­ 0 ybe es . 4.17 . /  /n n /b 0­c
 .The Jacobian J of the transformation 4.16 is
< < < <J s x s bf q 1 y s bf q 1, 4.18 .  .c c
since ni s bei s b y i .c c
Since e and n are orthogonal unit vectors, we have
­c ei ­f
is ; s n , 4.19 .
­ x J ­ xi i
and
­ ei ­ ­
is q n . 4.20 .
­ x J ­c ­fi
 .  .Thus in each O we rewrite Eqs. 2.9 ] 2.10j
dh ei
0 i i i 0L s q h u q hn u s F 4.21 .c fdt J
n ei
i i i 2 i i iL s u y u q J u q h q n h s F , 4.22 . .t cc ff c f2 JJ
2  .2where J s bf q 1 .
` .Let x be any fixed function in C O . We have the following estimates0 j
on the tangential derivatives D :c
LEMMA 4.6. For any positi¨ e e and 1 F m F 3, it holds that
t2 2m m5 5x D h , u t q x D Du dt .  . Hc c
0
2 3F C h , u q CN 0, tm .  .0 0 H
1 1t 2 2 2 2m 0 i
m m my15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C e x D h q e u q F q F dt .H H H Hc /e e0
4.23 .
Proof. Estimate for m s 1, 2, 3 the equation
t 2 m m 0 0 2 m i m i ix D h ? D L y F q hJx D u ? D L y F dc df dt . .  .H H  /c c c c
0
4.24 .
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This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.5.
In order to estimate the normal derivatives D , we use the equationsf
D L0 s D F 0 and niLi s niF i.f f
dh ei
i i i 0q h u q hn u s F 4.25 .cf ff f /dt Jf
n
i i i i 2 i i i in u y n u q J n u q h s n F . 4.26 . .t cc ff f2J
i i  .  .Eliminating n u from Eqs. 4.25 , 4.26 , we haveff
n dh
q hf /dth f
n n n
0 i i i i i i i is F q n F y n u q n u y e u . 4.27 .f t cc cf2 JJh
LEMMA 4.7. For 0 F m q k F 2, it holds that
2dht2 2m kq1 m kq1 m kq15 5x D D h t q x D D h q x D D dt . Hc f c f c f  / /dt0
t2 2 2 2mq1 k
mq kq1 mqk mqkq15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C h q C x D D Du q u q uH H H H0 c f t
0
5 0 5 2 mq kq1 5 i 5 2 mq k 3q F q F dt q CN 0, t . 4.28 .  .H H /
m k  . 2 m k .Proof. Apply D D to 4.27 . Multiply by x D D dhrdt andc f c f f
x 2DmDkh , and integrate respectively by parts. For k s m s 0, we havec f f
using
dh ­ h
is q u h , 4.29 .x idt ­ t
n t2 25 5 5 5x h q x h dtHf f2h 0
n 2 35 5s h q CN 0, t .0, f2h
n n nt 0 i i i i i i i i 2q F q n F y n u q n u y e u x h dx dtH f t cc cf f2 /JJh0
1 t 22 35 5F x h dt q C Dh 0 q N 0, t .  .H f 2 0




n dh 1 25 5x dt q x hH f /dt 2h f
1 2 35 5s h q CN 0, t .0, f2
n n n dht 0 i i i i i i i i 2q F q n F y n u q n u y e u x dx dtH f t cc cf2 /  /J dtJh0 f
21 dht 2 3F x dt q C Dh 0 q N 0, t .  .H  /2 dt0 f
t 2 2 2 20 i5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q u q x D Du q DF q F . 4.31 .H  /t c /0
Combining, we have
2dht2 25 5x D h t q x D h q x D dt . Hf f f  / /dt0
t2 2 2 2
1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C h q C x D Du q u q uH H H0 c t
0
5 0 5 2 1 5 i 5 2 3q F q F dt q CN 0, t . 4.32 .  .H /
The proof follows similarly for m q k s 1, 2.
The following lemma holds for the linear stationary Stokes equation
 w x w x.Temam 23 and Matsumura and Nishida 18 .
LEMMA 4.8. Consider the problem
j 0hu s g ,x j
y n ui q h s g i ,x x xj j i
<u s 0, 4.33 .­ V
0 kq1 i k  .  .where g g H and g g H k ) 0 . Then the problem 4.33 has a
 . kq1 kq2 1solution h, u such that h g H and u g H l H which is unique0
modulo a constant of integration for h; furthermore, this solution satisfies
5 5 2 kq 2 5 5 2 k 5 0 5 2 kq 1 5 i 5 2 ku q Dh F C g q g . 4.34 . .H H H H
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 .  .Apply Lemma 4.8 to the Eqs. 2.9 ] 2.10 , we have
LEMMA 4.9. For 2 F k F 4, it holds that
2dh2 2 2 2 20 i
k ky2 ky2 ky1 ky25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q Dh F C q u q F q F .H H H H Ht
ky 1 /dt H
4.35 .
 .  .By differentiating Eqs. 2.9 ] 2.10 k times with respect to c in each O ,j
multiplying by x , and again applying Lemma 4.8, we have
LEMMA 4.10. For 1 F m q k F 2, it holds that
5 2qm k 5 2 5 1qm k 5 2x D D u q x D D hc c
2dh 2 21qm k
mq kq1 mqk5 5 5 5F C x D D q u q hH Hc  / dt
5 5 2 mq k 5 0 5 2 mq kq1 5 i 5 2 mq kq u q F q F . 4.36 .H H Ht /
We combine Lemmas 4.2]4.10 to obtain necessary a priori estimates.
2  .First we obtain the H version of the norm N 0, t in the following steps:
 .i By Lemma 4.3, k s 0, we have the estimate
t2 25 5h , u t q Du dt .  . H
0
2F C h , u 0 .  .
1 1t 2 2 20 i 35 5 5 5q C e h , u q F q F dt q CN 0, t . .  .H  /e e0
4.37 .
 .ii By Lemma 4.3, k s 1, we have the time derivative estimate
t2 25 5D h , u t q D Du dt .  . Ht t
0
2 3F C D h , u 0 q CN 0, t .  .  .t
1 1t 2 2 20 i5 5 5 5q C e D h , u q D F q D F dt . 4.38 .  .H t t t /e e0
 .iii By Lemma 4.2, k s 2, we have
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 1 5 i 5 2u - C u q h q F . 4.39 . .H Ht
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 .iv By Lemma 4.4, m s 0, we have the interior estimate
t2 25 5x Dh t q x Dh dt . H0 0
0
22 2
15 5 5 5F C h q u q u t .H /0 0
t 2 2 20 i 31 15 5 5 5 5 5q C u q F q F dt q CN 0, t . 4.40 .  . .H H H
0
 .v By Lemma 4.4, m s 1, we have the interior estimate
t2 22 25 5x D h t q x D h dt . H0 0
0
22 2
2 15 5 5 5 1F C h q u q u t .H H /H0 0
t 2 2 20 i 32 2 15 5 5 5 5 5q C u q F q F dt q CN 0, t . 4.41 .  . .H H H H
0
 .vi By Lemma 4.5, m s 1, we have the interior estimate
t2 225 5x D h , u t q x D u dt .  . H0 0
0
2 3F C h , u q CN 0, t1 .  .0 0 H
1 1t 2 2 2 20 i1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C e x Dh q e u q F q F dt . 4.42 .H H H0 /e e0
 .vii By Lemma 4.5, m s 2, we have the interior estimate
t2 22 25 5x D h , u t q x D u dt .  . H0 0
0
2 3F C h , u q CN 0, t2 .  .0 0 H
1 1t 2 2 2 22 0 i2 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C e x D h q e u q F q F dt .H H H H0 /e e0
4.43 .
 .viii By Lemma 4.6, m s 1, we have the tangential derivative esti-
mate
t2 25 5x D h , u t q x D Du dt .  . Hc c
0
2 3F C h , u q CN 0, t1 .  .0 0 H
1 1t 2 2 2 20 i1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C e x D h q e u q F q F dt . 4.44 .H H Hc /e e0
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 .ix By Lemma 4.6, m s 2, we have the tangential derivative esti-
mate
t2 22 25 5x D h , u t q x D Du dt .  . Hc c
0
2 3F C h , u q CN 0, t2 .  .0 0 H
1 1t 2 2 2 22 0 i2 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C e x D h q e u q F q F dt .H H H Hc /e e0
4.45 .
 .x By Lemma 4.7, m s k s 0, we have the normal derivative
estimate
2dht2 25 5x D h t q x D h q x D dt . Hf f f  / /dt0
5 5 2 1 3F C h q CN 0, t .H0
t 2 2 2 2 20 i1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C x D Du q u q u q F q F dt .H H H /c t
0
4.46 .
 .xi By Lemma 4.7, m s 1, k s 0, we have the normal derivative
estimate
2dht2 25 5x D D h t q x D D h q x D D dt . Hc f c f c f  / /dt0
5 5 2 2 3F C h q CN 0, t .H0
t 2 2 2 2 22 0 i2 2 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C x D Du q u q u q F q F dt .H H H H H /c t
0
4.47 .
 .xii By Lemma 4.7, m s 0, k s 1, we have the normal derivative
estimate
2dht2 22 2 25 5x D h t q x D h q x D dt . Hf f f  / /dt0
5 5 2 2 3F C h q CN 0, t .H0




 .xiii By Lemma 4.9, k s 2, we have in integrated form
t 2 2
25 5 5 5u q Dh .H H
0
2dht 2 2 20 i15 5 5 5 5 5F C q u q F q F . 4.49 .H Ht
1 /dt H0
 .xiv By Lemma 4.9, k s 3, we have in integrated form
t 2 2
3 15 5 5 5u q Dh .H H H
0
2dht 2 2 20 i1 2 15 5 5 5 5 5F C q u q F q F . 4.50 .H H H Ht
2 /dt H0
 .xv By Lemma 4.10, m s 0, k s 1, we have in integrated form
t 2 225 5 5 5x D D u q x DD hH c c
0
2dht
F C x DDH c  / dt0
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 1 5 5 2 1 5 0 5 2 2 5 i 5 2 1q u q h q u q F q F . 4.51 .H H H H Ht /
 .  .xvi From Eq. 2.9 , we have
t2 2 2 201 1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5h q h F F q DuH H H H Ht t
0
t 2 20 31 15 5 5 5q F q Du q CN 0, t . 4.52 .  . .H H H
0
 .  . 2If we sum steps i ] xvi for e sufficiently small, we have the H energy
estimate
2 2 2
15 5 5 52h , u q u q h . HH t t
2dht 22 2
2 35 5 5 5q h q u q h , u q dt1 .H H H t t H
2 /dt H0
2 2 20 i 315 5 5 5F C h , u q sup F q F q CN 0, t2 .  . .H0 0 H
0FtFt
t 2 2 2 20 i 0 i2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q F q F q F q F dt . 4.53 . .H H H t t
0
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To elevate the differentiability once we use
LEMMA 4.11.
t t 22 2 22 i5 5 5 5 5 5Du q D u dt F C F q D h , u dt . 4.54 .  .H H  /t t t t t
0 0
Proof. Estimate the equation
t 2 i i iD D u ? D L y F dx dt 4.55 .  .H H t t
0
using Young's inequality.
 .  .  .  . 3Using Eqs. 4.53 , 4.54 and repeating steps i ] xvi , we obtain the H
energy estimate
2 2 2
1 25 5 5 53h , u q u q h . H HH t t
2dht 22 2
3 45 5 5 5q h q u q h , u q dt2 .H H H t t H
3 /dt H0
2 2 2 20 i 02 15 5 5 5 5 5F C h , u q sup F q F q F3 .  .H H0 0 tH
0FtFt
t 2 2 2 20 i 0 i 33 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q F q F q F q F dt q CN 0, t . . .H H H Ht t
0
4.56 .
 .We define the energy norm N 0, t by
2 2 22
3N 0, t s sup h , u t q h t q u t2 1 .  .  .  .  . 5H t tH H
0FtFt
t 2 2 2 2





2 2 2 22 0 0 i2 15 5 5 5 5 5N 0, t F C h , u q sup F q F q F3 .  .  .H H0 0 tH
0FtFt
t 2 2 2 20 0 i i 33 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q F q F q F q F dt q N 0, t . 4.58 .  . .H H H Ht t /0
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PROPOSITION 4.13.
5 0 5 2 2 5 0 5 2 5 i 5 2 1sup F q F q F .H Ht
0FtFt
t 2 2 2 20 0 i i3 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q F q F q F q F dt .H H H Ht t
0
2
k22 2 45 5F CN 0, t N 0, t q F . 4.59 .  .  . . H
ks1
Proof. By the Banach algebra property, we have
220 Ä Ä25 5 2sup F s sup h y h y h Du y uDh .H H /
0FtFt 0FtFt
2 2 2 2Ä Ä2 2 2 35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F sup h q h y h q Dh uH H H H /
0FtFt
2 2 5 5 2 4F CN 0, t N 0, t q F , 4.60 .  .  . .H
and
t 20 35 5F dtH H
0
t 2 2 2 2Ä Ä3 3 3 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F h q h y h q Dh uH H H H H /
0
t2 2 2 2Ä Ä3 3 3 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F sup h q h y h q Dh uH H H H H /
0t
2 2 5 5 2 4F CN 0, t N 0, t q F . 4.61 .  .  . .H
Using Holder's inequality and Sobolev embedding, we haveÈ
220 Ä Ä5 5sup F s sup h y h y h Du y u Dh . . . tt  /t
0FtFt 0FtFt
22 2 2Ä Ä5 5 5 5 5 5F sup h Du q h Du q h y h Du q u Dh .t t t t /
0FtFt
5 5 2 4 5 5 2 4 5 5 2 4 5 5 5 2 4F sup h Du q h DuL L L Lt t
0FtFt
2 2 2 2Ä Ä ` 45 5 5 5 5 5`q h y h Du q Dh u . L LL t t /
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 1 5 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 4 5 5 2 2F C sup h u q h u q F u .H H H H H Ht t t
0FtFt
2 2 5 5 2 4F CN 0, t N 0, t q F . 4.62 .  .  . .H
Since the Banach algebra property does not hold for H 1 in two dimensions
we must derive the following two bounds directly from Holder's inequalityÈ
and Sobolev embedding.
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t 20 15 5F dtH Ht
0
2t Ä Äs h y h y h Du y u Dh . . . 1H tt H
0
2t Ä Äs h y h y h Du y u Dh . .H tt
0
2t Ä Äq D h y h y h Du y D u Dh .  . .H tt
0
t 2 2 2 2 2 2Ä 4 4 4 4 4 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C h y h Du q h Du q h DuH L L L L L Lt t t
0
22 2 2 2 2Ä Ä4 4 4 4 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 54q Dh u q D h y h Du q Dh Du .L L L L LLt t t
2 2 2 2 2 22 2Ä 4 4 4 4 4 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q h y h D u q h D u q Dh DuL L L L L Lt t t
2 2 2 2Ä 2 2 Ä 2 24 4 4 4 4 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q h D u q D h u q Dh DuL L L L L Lt t t /
t 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 3 2 3 2 35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C F u q h u q h u .H H H H H H Ht t t
0
t t t2 2 2 2 2 2
2 3 2 3 4 35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C sup h u q sup h u q F uH H H H H H H H Ht t t /0 0 00FtFt 0FtFt
2 2 5 5 2 4F CN 0, t N 0, t q F . 4.63 .  .  . .H
We have
2ÄD h q h Du .2i 15 5F s yuDu q nH
1Äh q h H
2ÄD h q h Du .2
15 5F uDu q nH
1Äh q h H
2 2 2 2 Ä 2 22 1 1 1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C u Du q Dh Du q Dh DuH H H H H H
2 2 2 Ä 2 2 2 2 2 21 1 1 1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q Dh D u q Dh D u q D h DuH H H H H H
2Ä 2 2 2 2 21 1 1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q D h Du q Dh Dh DuH H H H H
Ä 2 2 2 Ä 2 Ä 2 21 1 1 1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q Dh Dh Du q Dh Dh DuH H H H H H /
2
k22 2 45 5F CN 0, t N 0, t q F . 4.64 .  .  . . H
ks1
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Using the Banach algebra property, we have
2ÄD h q h Du .t t2i 25 5F s yuDu q nH H H
2Äh q h0 0 H
t 2 2 2 2 2 2Ä2 2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F u Du q C Dh Du q C Dh DuH H H H H H H
0
t2 2 2 2
2 3 4 35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C sup u q h q F u .H H H H H
0t
2 2 5 5 2 4F CN 0, t N 0, t q F . 4.65 .  .  . .H
Finally,
t 2i5 5FH t
0
2ÄD h q h Du .t
s yuDu q n .H t  /Äh q h0 t
t 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F uDu q u Du q C Dh Du q C DhDuH t t t t
0
Ä 2 2 Ä 25 5 5 5 5 5q C DhDu q C h DuDh q C h DhDut t t
t 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F u Du q u Du q C Dh DuH L L L L L Lt t t
0
2 2 Ä 2 24 4 4 45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C Dh Du q C Dh DuL L L Lt t
2 2 2 2 Ä 2 26 6 6 6 6 65 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C h Du Dh q C h Dh DuL L L L L Lt t
t 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F u u q u u q C h uH H H H H H Ht t t
0
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 4 5 5 2 2q C h u q C F uH H H Ht t
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2 5 5 2 4 5 5 2 1 5 5 2 2q C h u h q C F h uH H H H H Ht t
2 22 2 2 44 45 5 5 5F CN 0, t N 0, t q F q N 0, t F q N 0, t . .  .  .  . .H H
4.66 .
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5. ON THE POSITIVITY OF THE FLUID HEIGHT h
In this section we establish the positivity of the fluid height h for all
t G 0.
Consider the height of fluid equation
­ h
q = ? hu s 0. 5.1 .  .
­ t
This implies
d ln h .




h s h exp y = ? u dt 5.3 .H0  /0
valid along characteristics u s dxrdt and for t sufficiently small. We need
u g C1 in order to show that the characteristics cover the entire spatial
domain. Thus, establishing the positivity of h is equivalent to showing
= ? u, where = is the two-dimensional divergence operator, is finite.
1 5 5 `In Theorem 2.1, we have shown u g C globally; therefore, = ? u isL
bounded. Since h is assumed to be positive initially and using a Lipschitz0
argument in time, we have that h is positive for all t ) 0.
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